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.Q: Correct interface syntax for getting data in a certain way I am struggling with how to correctly
do this, and I have 2 working answers but the main question is are they both valid according to the
C# language and.NET framework? Is one better than the other? Note: I will be using the following
abbreviations from interface framework: I, IInterface. With this syntax IInterface is a public
interface implemented by a class Fruits. Both methods below work, so the question is which method
should I use if I am following.NET interfaces and IInterface is a public interface implemented by a
class Fruits. The first method is as follows: public IInterface GetFruits() { Fruits fruits = new
Fruits(); return fruits; } And the second method is: public Fruits GetFruits() { Fruits fruits = new
Fruits(); return fruits; } The first method returns an object of type Fruits, while the second method
returns a variable of type Fruits. It seems to me that the first method is the more valid, but if anyone
could clarify this for me I would be glad. A: Neither is really correct, but the first one is the better of
the two. It's known as "object return-type covariance", and the approach can be seen in the interface
IComparable as well. The problem with the first approach is that you're not returning the interface,
you're returning an instance of the implementing type. This means that the caller of your method
will not be able to cast the return value to the interface without an extra cast. The second approach
is probably better, because you've created a local variable that will not exist outside the method. The
non-generics way to do this: public interface IInterface { IInterface GetFruits(); } public class Fruits
: IInterface { public IInterface GetFruits() { Fruits fruits = new Fruits(); return fruits; } } Here is a
blog post that talks about the problem in detail and presents a solution using generics. A: According
to the C# specification 04aeff104c
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